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Abstract—For underwater swimming robots, which use the
unconventional method of oscillating flippers for propulsion
and control, being able to move stably at various velocities
is challenging. This stable motion facilitates navigation, avoids
blurring the images taken by a camera motion, and enables longterm observations of specific locations. Previous experiments with
our swimming robot Aqua have shown that its autopilot system
must adapt the control parameters as a function of speed. The
reason is that the dynamics of both the robot and the thrusting
system vary widely as a function of the overall velocity of the
robot. In this paper, we present the results of manually tuning
a stable autopilot system for this Aqua swimming robot. We
employed a well-known technique called gain scheduling to allow
for stable operation for velocities ranging from 0 to 40 cm/s, in
real open sea conditions. Thus, our platform is now suitable
for vision-based navigation in low light conditions as well as
for extended observation through station-keeping. The results
presented here are also a proof-of-concept that agile and reactive
autonomous hovering is possible for flipper-based propulsion
system.
Index Terms—Underwater robotics; Oscillating Foils; Control;
Gain Scheduling; Station-keeping;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robots which can explore and survey underwater environments are useful for many applications, such as coral reef biodiversity monitoring, ship hull inspections, and surveillance.
Underwater environments are inherently dangerous for humans, and hence the use of robots for such tasks is especially
desirable. In particular, we are interested in using robots for
inspecting coral reefs, where the goal is to adaptively sample
the reef, collecting more data at visually surprising regions,
and less data at previously seen regions lacking novelty.
Apart from the challenge of information theoretic modeling
of surprise and novelty of an observation, which we describe
in [1], the other major challenge in instantiating our desired
goal is to enable the underwater robot to swim at variable
speeds. Although vehicles like Dorado [2] and Hugin [3] are
extremely capable for surveying large underwater regions at
high speed, their lack of maneuverability at low speeds makes
them unsuitable for coral reef inspection task.
This work focuses on building an autopilot system for the
Aqua robot [4][5], which uses six flippers for its motion rather
than propellers and rudders. Aqua has 5 degrees of freedom
(DoF) - yaw, pitch, roll, heave, and surge, and the proposed

autopilot system allows the robot to maintain its depth and
three rotational degrees of freedom, even at zero speed. Low
light conditions, such as those found in deep water, requires
that the camera be set to a slow shutter speed, which results in
image blur in the presence of fast camera movement. Hence,
a stable platform with limited oscillations is important for any
vision based system in low light conditions. The autopilot
presented in this work is an improvement over our previous
work [1][6].
The rest of the paper goes as follows. In Section II, we
present a number of underwater swimming robots as well
as applications for underwater data collection. In Section III,
we discuss Aqua’s propulsion and proposed autopilot system,
including the need for different autopilot parameters as a
function of speed. In Section IV, we present the trial results in
open sea, for numerous test cases. Finally, Section V concludes
this paper.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK
A number of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV),
have been designed recently with hovering capabilities in
mind. Many of them employ traditional propeller-based
thrusters; for example, MIT has developed the Odyssey IV
class AUV with 4 DoF [7]. The Hovering AUV, a combined
project between MIT and Bluefin Robotics, uses 5 thrusters
to operate in 6 DoF [8]. The SeaBED AUV offers hovering in
3 DoF via its 4 thrusters [9]. Since system dynamics are highly
dependent on the thrusting characteristic, direct comparison
between our flipper-based platform and these propeller-based
AUVs is not applicable.
Many swimming robots, employing propulsion strategies
comparable to ours, have been developed. Menozzi et al. [10]
have proposed an open loop control for a cylindrical hull
shaped robot with with penguin-wing inspired fins placed in
the front and the back. Each of the fins have two DoF, compared to a single DoF needed for Aqua. Crespi [11] has proposed designs of snake, boxfish and salamander as swimming
robots, which use a central pattern generator model, inspired
from those found in these vertebrates. Tonello [12] has studied
and designed an AUV mimicking the swimming method of
the Atlantic Salmon. Licht et al. [13] developed an AUV, nicknamed Finnegan the RoboTurtle, to study asymmetric flapping

foil propulsion efficiency. Finally, iRobot has a commercial
version of a flipper-based vehicle called Transphibian, based
on an earlier design by Nekton’s research [14]. However, none
of these papers has reported the design or performance of an
autopilot for their system.
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) have been used extensively for underwater data collections. Das et al. [15] have
presented techniques to autonomously observe oceanographic
features in the open ocean. Hollinger et al. [16] have studied
the problem of autonomously studying underwater ship hulls
by maximizing the accuracy of sonar data stream. Smith et
al. [17] have looked at computing robot trajectories which
maximize information gained, while minimizing the deviation
from the planned path. Girdhar et al. [1] have explored coral
reef inspection by fixing the robot path and only varying its
speed based on a surprise score.
III. M OTION C ONTROL AND AUTOPILOT
A unique characteristic of Aqua (depicted in Fig. 1) is that
its six flippers serve both as propulsion mechanism as well
as control surfaces. Thrust is generated by oscillating each of
these flippers around an offset angle θleg with an amplitude
Bleg and a fixed period of 0.24 seconds. At the same time, this
offset angle θleg means that a lift force can be generated by
the dynamic pressure impinging on them, if this angle is not
parallel to the water flow. This is much like control surfaces
on an airplane (e.g. ailerons) that are employed to rotate an
airplane around its center of mass. The moments generated
by the robot’s flippers are highly dependent on the dynamic
pressure, which can be approximated by:
2
P ressure ∝ Vsurge
,

while another (called hovering gait) was developed strictly for
station-keeping purposes [20]. The latter gait compensates for
the fact that, at Vsurge = 0, the flippers can no longer generate
lift forces due to the dynamic pressure of forward motion. A
video showing an earlier version of the Aqua robot executing
this gait can be seen in [21].
Because of the variability of dynamics of the robot with
Vsurge , an autopilot needs to adapt its parameters as a function
of this velocity. In our initial autopilot experiments in 2008, an
autopilot system was developed and tuned at a single velocity
near 50 cm/s [22]. However, our use of the robot over a more
varied speed envelope showed that the autopilot parameters
must be adjusted properly at each velocity. Subsequent uses in
2012 showed that large rolling oscillations were present, when
the autopilot was used in forward velocities Vsurge ≈ 15 cm/s,
as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Roll instability displayed by the autopilot system at low velocities
Vsurge during January 2012 trials. The dashed red line indicate the target
roll angle of 0o .

(1)

where Vsurge is the forward velocity of the robot in water.
Because of this relationship, the overall control and dynamic of the robot strongly depends on this forward velocity
Vsurge [6][18][19].

Fig. 1. Picture of the untethered Aqua robot used throughout the experiments
in this paper. Photo credit: Y. Rekleitis.

Over the years, several swimming gaits that make use of
θleg and Bleg have been developed for the Aqua robot. In particular, we developed one gait for moving the robot forward,

A. Autopilot Description
1) Attitude Control (Pitch, Roll and Yaw): By design, the
coupling between the pitching, rolling and yawing axis on
the robot is limited [20]. This decoupling comes partly from
the left-right, front-back placement symmetry of the motor
shafts rotating the flippers. It is also due to the swimming gaits
themselves, which have been designed to provide independent
moments in roll, pitch and yaw. For instance, a pitching
moment is generated by displacing the front leg offsets θleg
in opposite direction from the back legs (see Fig. 4 a). This
produces a net pitching motion with little yawing or rolling
moments. Similarly, rolling motion involves orienting the 3 left
flippers in opposite direction to the 3 right flippers. Finally,
yawing commands are executed by increasing the net thrust via
amplitude Bleg on one side, while decreasing it by a similar
amount on the opposite side.
This decoupling allows the decomposition of the attitude
control problem into three independent problems, namely pitch
(P ), roll (R) and yaw (Y ) control. Three servo loops are
therefore used to maintain attitude. They rely on the classic
Proportional-Derivative controller, illustrated in Fig. 3. The
generic PD controller equation is:
A
C A = KPA εA + KD

d
εA
dt

(2)

with A representing one of the following three symbols: P
for Pitch, R for Roll or Y for Yaw. εA is the measured error
between the desired angle xA and the measured angle yA , for
a given direction A:
εA = xA − yA .

(3)

All angles are expressed in radians. The command C A sent
to the robot is unitless, and generates approximately a linear
rotation rate on that particular direction A [19].

Fig. 3. Generic Proportional-Derivative (PD) servo loop used to control the
attitude of the robot. The letter A represents the axis (P for Pitch, R for Roll
and Y for Yaw). xA is the desired angle. All commands (unitless) to the robot
are limited to ±1. The attitude sensor is the 3DM-GX1 Inertial Measurement
Unit from MicrostrainT M .

This forms a cascaded loop, in conjunction with the P itch
loop described in Eq. 2 as the inner loop.
At low-to-null Vsurge , this approach cannot be used because
the climbing rate ḣ is not sufficient. Instead, vertical velocity
ḣ has to be generated by the thrusting ability of the flippers
themselves, via a heaving command C H . In our system, we
used a modified Proportional-Integral (PI) controller (depicted
in Fig. 5) to implement a separate control loop in order to
maintain depth via this heaving command C H . The presence
of an integrator in the loop ensures that the system does not
have a steady-state error, even when there is a bias in the
system. In our case, this bias is the imperfect weight trim, i.e.
the robot can display a slightly negative or positive buoyancy.
Previous experiments showed that this trim bias can induce a
depth error εh of 20-40 cm when no integrator is present with
heaving.
The standard PI loop is expressed as:
Z
C = KP εh + KI εh dt
(6)
with εh being the depth error. However, the use of an integrator
such as in Eq. 6 can be problematic in a real system, for many
reasons. First, in order to take into account mostly the longterm bias, the value of KI must be very small. With short
test times (2 minutes), the integrator does not have time to
properly converge to eliminate the bias with a small value
of KIH . On the other hand, a larger value means that the
system incorporates too much large disturbances. To mitigate
this problem, we clamped the error going into the integrator:
εclamp
= clamp(εh , −Lε , Lε ).
h

Fig. 4. Diagrams of the AQUA robot showing a) a pitching maneuver done by
the flippers b) a heaving maneuver, both when a significant forward velocity
Vsurge is present. In the b) case, the lift forces on the flippers generate an
undesired and significant pitching down moment Mpitch , making the robot
tumble out of control.

2) Depth Control: Depth control of the robot can be
accomplished via two different strategies [1]:
• by changing the target pitch angle xP ;
H
• by using a heaving command C
with the hovering gait.
For Vsurge > 15 cm/s, a change in pitch angles is able to
produce a net upward or downward motion:

(7)

This has the desirable effect of limiting the rate of integration
when very large errors are present (such as when we disturb
the robot manually by a meter or so), while still fully taking
into account the small errors εh due to trim biais, in steadystate. We selected a value of Lε = 0.30 m, as this was close
to the expected steady-state error of our robot.
Second, we wanted to avoid dangerous integrator
windups [23] and limit the maximum authority of the
integrator’s path (compared to the proportional path). For
this, we used a limited integrator, which stops integrating its
input when a positive or negative limit ±LInt is reached. The
equation of the depth controller, when using heaving, is thus:
Z
H
Hh
Hh
C = KP εh + KI
εclamp
dt.
(8)
h
limited

This controller is depicted in Fig. 5.
B. Gain Scheduling

ḣ = Vsurge sin(xP ),

(4)

where ḣ is the time derivative of the depth h. For small angles
xP , this relationship is approximately linear via the familiar
simplification xP ≈ sin xP . For this velocity regime, a simple
proportional controller is used to maintain the depth h:
xP = KPP h (htarget − h).

(5)

As mentioned above, the autopilot gains need to be changed
as a function of the robot’s velocity Vsurge . A well known
technique, called gain scheduling, solves this problem by
finding the proper control parameters of a system at certain operating points of a scheduling variable. Between those points,
the controller’s parameter are interpolated. In our system, the
velocity command V was used as scheduling variable, and we

TABLE I
AUTOPILOT GAINS FOR ATTITUDE CONTROLLERS P , R AND Y AND DEPTH CONTROLLER , AS A FUNCTION OF NORMALIZED FORWARD VELOCITY
COMMAND V . T HE CORRESPONDING VALUE Vsurge WAS ESTIMATED FROM POOL TRIALS .
V
1
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.0

Vsurge
(cm/s)
62
32
21
13
0

P
KP

P
KD

R
KP

R
KD

Y
KP

Y
KD

Ph
KP

KIHh

Hh
KP

3.5
3.5
3.5
1.75
0.875

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.40

1.25
0.75
0.75
0. 50
0.25

0
0
0
0
0.10

3.5
2.1
3.5
1.75
1.75

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.0

-0.3
-0.3
-0.6
0
0

0
0
0
-0.03
-0.03

0
0
0
-0.5
-0.5

depth hdesired . For V > 0.2, pitching is used to maintain
depth, via the KPP h variable (Eq. 5.) Just above V > 0.2,
this gain is increased, to compensate for the reduced forward
velocity term Vsurge in Eq. 4, which directly affects the overall
gain of the loop. Below V < 0.2, depth control via pitch is
disabled, and depth control by heaving is enabled via the KIHh
integral gain and KPHh proportional gain of Eq. 8.
Fig. 5. PI servo loop for the control of depth at low or null Vsurge velocities,
using a heave command C H . The integrator box is a limited integrator which
stops integrating when reaching specific positive or negative thresholds.

employed linear interpolation. The operating points at which
new parameters needed to be re-tuned were chosen based on
the observed dynamic behavior of the robot during pool trials,
one month before the sea trials. In particular, we noticed that
the system dynamics changed more at low velocities, so more
points were included in the table at low values of V . More
trial-and-error tuning happened during sea trials in open ocean,
and the final values are displayed in Table I.
From the values in Table I, we can see some general trends.
At high velocities V , there was no need for differential gain
P
R
in pitch (KD
) or roll (KD
). We strongly suspect that this
is due to a intrinsic derivative component in forces, when
the flippers are executing commands [19]. Indeed, pitching
and rolling command for the gait active at these velocities
V are executed by quickly changing the flipper’s offset angle
θleg . This induces short but rapid rotations of the flippers,
resulting in a kicking forces proportional to the derivative
of the command C P or C R . Since yaw commands C Y are
executed with a change in amplitude Bleg for any of our gaits,
it lacks these kind of kicking forces [19]. Therefore, in the yaw
Y
(Y ) direction, the autopilot required a derivative gain KD
to
improve its response at all velocities V .
To remove the unwanted oscillations at low velocities experienced during see trials a year earlier (and shown in Fig. 2),
the roll proportional gain KPR had to be gradually reduced with
velocity. At low velocities (V < 0.2), the intrinsic derivative
forces are limited in pitch and roll, as the robot transition to
R
P
the hovering gait. Consequently, derivative terms KD
and KD
are gradually introduced by the gain scheduler to compensate
for the lack of these kicking forces.
Gain scheduling was also used to transition smoothly between the two control strategies for maintaining a constant

IV. E XPERIMENTS : O PEN - SEA T RIALS IN BARBADOS
Experiments were conducted in an open-sea, uncontrolled
environment in Barbados in January 2013. Waves of amplitude
10-30 cm were present, with some underwater currents around
5-10 cm/s. Tests were performed in shallow areas, with
bottom depth between 4 to 13 m. Overall, the autopilot was
used for over 200 minutes during the two-weeks sea trial, with
success. A video showing the robot exploring the environment
at low velocities with the autopilot enabled can be seen in [24].
Another video shows the robot performing station-keeping
(V = 0) with the autopilot enabled in [25]. Note that this
last video was taken during the tuning process, and therefore
does not represent our best result.
In this Section, we present the results of experiments for
two velocity conditions: low velocity and no velocity. Manual
disturbances were applied on the robot for the no velocity
experiments, to better stress the autopilot performances in
this challenging regime. No depth change commands were
issued in any of the trials. For the experiments with (V > 0),
the heading of the robot was controlled by a curiosity-driven
algorithm or a random walk algorithm. Therefore, we do not
present any results for the yaw axis, as these commands were
changing too rapidly for the robot to stabilize around that axis.
A. Trials at fixed, low velocity V = 0.3
Figs. 6 and 7 show two continuous trials of 6 minutes of
the autopilot maintaining roll, pitch and depth at a constant
commanded velocity of V = 0.3 (approximately 20 cm/s,
estimated from pool trials). As we can see, there is no
noticeable large oscillations present in the data due to autopilot
instabilities. The standard deviation σ and mean µ values for
the errors in these two trials are presented in Table II, for
pitch, roll and depth. Overall, these results indicate that our
autopilot system performs well in real open sea conditions,
with roll errors generally less than 2.5o . Pitch values tended
to vary more, as it was used to maintain the depth of the
system at that velocity. For example in Fig. 6 b), we can see

the pitch angle of the robot going to -9.5o at t = 205 s. This
was due to a needed depth correction, as depth had decreased
at t=195 s in Fig. 6 c), and the robot had to pitch up in order
to climb.
TABLE II
D ISTRIBUTION OF ERRORS IN ROLL (R), PITCH (P ) AND DEPTH h.

Roll σR
Roll µR
Pitch σP
Pitch µP
Depth σh
Depth µh

Trial 1
2.16o
0.97o
2.92o
−0.40o
0.080 m
0.0085 m

Trial 2
1.69o
0.04o
3.43o
1.12o
0.094 m
0.037 m

B. Trials at V = 0
Because it is significantly more challenging to maintain attitude while hovering, great care was taken to tune the autopilot
system in this regime. In particular, we will show how the
various parameters helped improve the dynamic response of
our system, when subjected to large disturbances. One such
disturbance can been seen in Fig. 8, where the robot was tilted
by 45o by a diver. Moreover, we believe that achieving good
station-keeping at V = 0 is the most significant contribution
of our work.

Fig. 8. Aqua robot during one of the open-sea autopilot trials at V = 0,
using the hovering gait. The robot was manually disturbed by the diver with
a pitch angle of 45o and then released.

1) Pitch Improvement: Fig. 9 a) shows the pitch robot
response to an external disturbance before a derivative gain
P
KD
, while Fig. 9 b) shows the response after tuning and
P
adding a derivative gain KD
. The response of the robot is
greatly improved, with the settling time going from 9 s in a)
down to about t = 6.0 s in b). The number of oscillations has
been greatly reduced as well, with a single overshoot present
in the tuned system b). This demonstrates the agility of the
hovering gait with this autopilot, as the pitch disturbance was
significant (nearly 50o .)

Fig. 9. a) Pitch response with hovering gait at V = 0 and the autopilot
enabled, for a manual pitch disturbance at time t = 1.0 s, without derivative
P = 0) and an initial proportional gain K P = 1.75. The
gain in place (KD
P
presence of numerous secondary oscillations indicates that the system was
under-damped and not properly tuned. b) Manual pitch disturbance at time
t = 1.2 s, with derivative gain in place. On this particular test, the autopilot
finished the correction at t = 7.2 s.

2) Roll Improvement: Fig. 10 a) shows the roll response
instability of the autopilot, even without external disturbances.
Fig. 10 b) shows the response after tuning and adding a
R
derivative gain KD
. Again, the response of the robot is
improved. In particular, the derivative term was able to remove
the instabilities that were present before tuning the system.
This tuned roll response has one more overshoot than pitch,
however. This is due to the geometry of the robot, making
it naturally less damped in the rolling direction than in the
pitching direction.
3) Depth: Fig. 12 a) shows the depth h response of the
autopilot when a large external disturbance is applied. Depth
was maintained with heaving commands C H , but without
the use of an integrator (KIHh = 0.) A steady-state error
of approximately 30 cm can be seen from t > 15 s. On
the other hand, Fig. 12 b) shows the system response when
an integrator is present in the loop. In particular, the static
error becomes very small as the system converges. The depth
error distribution for a longer test segment of 80 seconds
(without manual disturbance), is shown in Fig. 11. The average
of this distribution is 1.2 cm, meaning that the robot was
able to maintain depth, on average, with very good precision
in an uncontrolled environment. This clearly demonstrates
that maintaining depth with heaving commands is possible,
and highlight the importance of having an integrator in this
situation.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have presented an autopilot designed for the flipperbased Aqua robot, which enables this robot to swim at a wide
range of speed values, including zero speed. We have shown

Fig. 6.

Autopilot behavior during the sea trials. The speed was constant at V = 0.3.

Fig. 7.

Autopilot behavior during the sea trials. The speed was constant at V = 0.3.

Fig. 11. Depth error distribution when the autopilot uses heaving commands
C H to maintain depth at V = 0. The mean is 1.2 cm and the standard
deviation is 5.3 cm.

Fig. 10. a) Roll instability without any external disturbance, with hovering
gait at V = 0 and the autopilot enabled. No differential gain was present
R = 0) in the system in this trial, and the proportional gain was K R =
(KD
P
R
0.5. b) Manual roll disturbance at time t = 1.8 s, with derivative gain KD
R
in place and reduced proportional term KP = 0.25. The small oscillations
perceptible at t > 8 s are from the parasitic oscillation generated by the
flippers’ periodic thrust.

that using the proposed autopilot, Aqua can achieve a very
stable motion, with minimal oscillations. In particular, we were
able to reduce considerably the instabilities and overshoots

for the pitch and roll axis when the robot was subjected to
large disturbances. We also demonstrated that the robot can
maintain its depth with heaving motion with a precision in
the cm range. Moreover, all these experiments were conducted
in uncontrolled environments, in the presence of waves and
currents. We believe that this was the first demonstration of
a rigid-body, oscillating-foil swimming robot being able to
maintain depth and attitude automatically.
As future work, we would like to investigate the application of machine learning techniques, such as Reinforcement
Learning, to this control problem. We believe that there are
further gains to be made, in particular since the hovering gait
employed at zero speed was designed from simple heuristics.
Finally, we believe that these autopilot improvements will
facilitate other research efforts employing this robot, by now
offering a stable and agile swimming platform.

Fig. 12. a) Depth control via heaving commands C H at V = 0 for a
control loop without an integrator (KIHh = 0.) A manual disturbance of 1.60
m was applied and released at t = 2 s, with the autopilot correcting the
depth error afterwards. A steady state error is visible for t > 15 s. b) Test
result for the autopilot system with an integral gain in the loop. The robot
was left untouched at the beginning of the experiment. The depth error is
seen as slowly decreasing over time, as the integrator compensates for the
trim bias of the robot. At t > 45 s, the steady-state error is within ±10 cm.
Similar results were obtained when the robot was subjected to disturbances.
The oscillations present with a period of ≈ 10 s correspond to the variation
in water pressure induced by the surface waves.
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